The creation of SUPERPROD DRAMA at the end of 2019 was born from the meeting of Clément
Calvet and Jérémie Fajner, co-founders of Superprod, with Nathalie Laurent. After ten years at TF1,
of which five in charge of managing Fiction for the leading European channel (from 2009 to 2013),
Nathalie Laurent headed Fiction for the Kabo Family Group before joining SUPERPROD GROUP.
Telling stories is the desire that has guided Superprod since its inception, regardless of the form as
long as they are inventive and exciting! It is this same ambition that motivated the creation of
SUPERPROD DRAMA; develop ambitious and identifying fiction, both for major French channels and
platforms.
SUPERPROD DRAMA wants to reach a wide audience. To meet their expectations, we explore unique
perspectives and original fields. The richness of our proposals is based on authors from diverse
backgrounds who are always keen to offer entertaining and surprising fiction. We bring together
directors with outstanding universes and choose actors eagerly awaited by viewers. In a word, we
aim to create an event.
In addition to the development of a feel-good procedural series (6x52&#39;) for TF1 and whose
filming is scheduled for 2023, Superprod Drama is developing several series or mini-series projects;
some are carried by renowned authors and directors such as Olivier Marchal, Frédéric Schoendoerffer
or Hervé Hadmar, guarantors of a promise of strong universes. All testimony of our desire to prioritize
original creation above all else.
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Following various production experiences, Nathalie
Laurent spent 10 years at TF1. After a brief stint in
the Youth Unit, she joined the fiction team as an
artistic advisor. Two years later, she was appointed
Deputy Director, then the following year, Head of
Drama for the French group. Five years later,
Nathalie Laurent left to direct the fiction
department of the group Kabo Family. A position
she held for 3 years before joining SUPERPROD
GROUP at the end of 2019.

Trained in production at FEMIS (Atelier Ludwigsburg
Paris), Caroline Bernière Gaillac worked as a
development and production manager in the
cinema sector. She started on documentaries
(“Terror's Advocate” by Barbet Schroeder, “My
Enemy's Enemy” by Kevin MacDonald), before
continuing on fiction feature films with Senorita
Films in 2012 (“Soy Nero » by Rafi Pitts, « A Prayer
Before Dawn » by Jean-Stéphane Sauvaire).
Caroline then turned to TV drama by joining Kabo in
2017. She joined SUPERPROD GROUP at the end of
2019 as literary director of fiction.

